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The physical self consists of the dual characteristics of 
the physical mind (subject partner) and the physical body 
(object partner). 
The physical mind directs the physical body to maintain the 
functions necessary for its survival, protection and reproduction. 
 
For the physical self to grow in good health, it must have proper 
nourishment. It must absorb air and sunlight, which are intangible, 
yang types of nourishment, and must eat and drink food and 
water, which are tangible, yin types of nourishment. 
The body has give and take with this nourishment through its 
digestive and circulatory systems.



Good or evil in the conduct of the physical self is the main 
determinant of whether the spirit self becomes good or evil. 

This is because the physical self provides a certain element, 
which we call the vitality element, to the spirit self. 

In our everyday experience, our mind rejoices when our 
physical self performs good deeds but feels anxiety after evil 
conduct. 
This is because vitality elements, which can be good or evil 
according to the deeds of the physical self, are infused into 
our spirit self.



Our spirit self, or spirit, is a substantial yet incorporeal reality 
which can be apprehended only through the spiritual senses. 
It is the subject partner to our physical self. 
Our spirit can communicate directly with God and is meant to 
govern the incorporeal world, including the angels.
 
In appearance our spirit self matches our physical self. 
After we shed the physical self, we enter the spirit world and 
live there for eternity. 
The reason we desire an eternal life is because our innermost 
self is the spirit self which has an eternal nature. 
Our spirit self consists of the dual characteristics of spirit mind 
(subject partner) and spirit body (object partner). 
The spirit mind is the center of the spirit self, and it is where 
God dwells.



The spirit grows through give and take action between
 two types of nourishment: life elements of a yang type 
that come from God, and vitality elements of a yin type 
that come from the physical self. 

The spirit self not only receives vitality elements from the 
physical self; it also returns an element to the physical 
self which we call the living spirit element. 

When people receive grace from a heavenly spirit, they 
undergo many positive changes in their physical self; 
they feel infinite joy and new strength welling up in them 
which can even drive away illness. 
Such phenomena occur because the physical self 
receives living spirit elements from the spirit self.



The spirit can grow only while it abides in the flesh. 
Thus, the relationship between the physical self and 
the spirit self is similar to that between a tree and its 
fruit. When the physical mind obeys the spirit mind 
and the physical self acts according to the good purpose 
of the spirit mind, the physical self receives living spirit 
elements from the spirit self and becomes wholesome.
 
In return, the physical self provides good vitality elements 
to the spirit self, which enable the spirit self to grow properly 
in the direction of goodness.



Comment: The Fall of Man changed the Spiritual DNA
so that we got a distorted personality, where satan, 
satanic angels and fallen spirits – Daemons strongly
disturbs human life. 

Sickness, misfortune all have their root in this 
susceptibility to evil influence.



SMM spoke crystal clear PLAIN TRUTH;

An ILLICIT SEXUAL FALL =  
Lucifer <–> Eve => Eve <–> Adam
         Spiritual             Physical

=> Fallen Mankind - ”Fruits; Spiritual dead Mankind”
     multiplying Original Sin + 4 Fallen natures

http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/DP96/dp96-1-2.html#Sec2_2



Root of Sin

The root of sin is that the first human ancestors had 
an illicit sexual relationship with an angel 
symbolized by a serpent (p.  61).

First human
ancestors

Angel

Illicit sexual relationship



___________________________________________________

The fall which took place through the sexual relationship 
between the angel and Eve was the spiritual fall, while 
the fall which occurred through the sexual relationship 
between Eve and  Adam was the physical fall. 

Spirit
self

Physical
fall

Spiritual
fall

Physical
self

The Spiritual Fall and the Physical Fall



Eve responded and formed a common base with Lucifer, 
the Archangel, and they began give and take action with 
each other, which brought them together in an illicit 
spiritual relationship of sexual love.



AdamEve

God

Eve Adam

Illicit sexual relationship in body

Lucifer

Archangel

The Spiritual Fall



Adam responded and formed a common base with Eve, 
standing in the position of Archangel, and they began give 
and take action with each other, which brought them 
together in an illicit physical relationship of sexual love.



AdamEve

God

Eve Adam

Illicit sexual relationship in body

Lucifer

Archangel

The Physical Fall



The Fall of Man was first vertical Evil – Lucifer  Eve
then Eve  Adam spread it like a fountain horizontally over Earth.



                          16 Independent references to Fall of Man
                           as an act of illicit sexuality - fornication

1.  Job 31:33
2.  Judaism. Midrash, Genesis Rabbah 8.11
3.  Bahir 199/Kabbalah (Judaism)
4.  Judaism. Talmud, Abot de Rabbi Nathan 1
5.  Ekottara Agama 34 and Ch'i-shih Ching (Chinese Buddhism)
6.  Jesus; “brood of vipors, You belong to your father, the devil”
7.  Islam. Qur'an 7.11-27
8.  Saint Augustine, City of God 14.18-23 (Christianity)
9.  Clement of Alexandria Stromata 3.14.94 (Christianity)
10. Ann Lee – founder of Quakers - 1736-1784 
11.  Pastor William Branham  – Serpent seed; Sermon 1958 link (goto 47min)
12.  Pastor Wesley Swift – What Really Happened in the Garden of Eden link
13.  The Interpretation of Dreams, Sigmund Freud (1900)
14.  John Milton: Paradise Lost (1667)
•  Hutu tradition (African Traditional Religions)
•  Kojiki 4.1-6.1 (Shinto)

   Reference: Bible, Worlds Scripture I & II



• Depression
• Sucide
• Anger, Hate – Riots
• Rape – Violence
•  …

• Original Sin multiplied
• Evil spiritual Gravity!
• Free Sex – Porno
• Prostitution
• Teenagers cutting
• Drugs – Crime …

Modern 
Hells



Root Cause:

Original Sin 
fallen sexual union reconnecting 
spiritually /physically to the Fall of Man.

opening the pandoras box of satan
for evil spiritual influence….

Depression-  Sucide -  Anger, - Hate  – Riots  -  Rape – Violence –
Free Sex – Porno graphy – Prostitution - Teenagers cutting - Drugs 
– Crime –Terrorism …



Wilson van Dusen M.D.:

Present day psychosis always involves 
some degree of self pride 
(spiritual madness) but the hallucinated 
aspect looks most like what Swedenborg 
described under the general headings
of obsessions (to be caught in false ideas) and
possession to have alien spirits acting into
one's thought, feelings, 
or even into one's own bodily acts. 

link



And the LORD God said unto the serpent, 
Because you have done this, you are cursed above 
all cattle, and above every beast of the field; 
upon your belly shall you go, 
and dust shall you eat all the days of your life  - Gen. 3:14

Comment: “Dust” = evil vitality elements
                   “Evil inspiration” = evil Spirit elements

Evil Spirit
elements

Evil vitality
elements



Good is related to original value, the originally intended value.

Goodness always brings protection to that original form. 

What is evil? 
Evil is the power which tries to obstruct and destroy 
the original form.   /SMM 830220

In the Garden of Eden Lucifer left God's side and abandoned 
the heavenly path. 
For this reason, he became prisoner to insecurity, 
fear, hatred, envy, jealousy and desire. 
They come from sin.                   /SMM February 25, 1999



ROOT OF EVIL — IMMORAL SEX 

The Bible teaches us that although it is necessary for man 
to multiply, for those who can, 
it is best to be celibate (live single). 

This was to be an indemnity payment for the Fall and implies 
that marriage has not had the complete sanction of God. 

The Bible emphasizes not getting married. 

In First Corinthians 7:38 we read, 
“So that he who marries his betrothed does well; 
but he who refrains from marriage will do better.” 
Celibacy is encouraged because God’s ideal was lost 
due to the misuse of love. 



Comment: 

How we can see that the Root of Human Fall
is Spiritual:

Bible:
“But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, 
you shall not eat of it: for in the day that you eat 
thereof you shall surely die.”   /Gen. 2:17

Did they die Physically on that day
No!

They died Spiritually – Spiritual Death and Fall!
Involved Fallen Angel!



…in the day that you eat thereof you shall
     surely die - spiritually switched off!

  Life           -         Death

Same lamp, glass, filament – 
”same human bodies after the Fall”

But no life – ”no spiritual Divine current” – Dead Lamp



  Life
   

The Returning Messiah/Christ 
Will turn on the Divine Spiritual Light again

Holy Mankind



Future of Mankind & World
True Parents of Heaven Earth

and Humankind



Holy Book – Divine Principle



The 3 HolyScriptures Cheon Seong Gyeong,
Cham Bumo Gyeong and Pyeong Hwa Gyeong

Online – Click above! 



3 New Holy Books



Ångermanland Sweden



End

More slides at 
Slideshare bdp003



Ref: Divine Principle – Principle of Creation
        Fall of Man



Remember the beauty in Gods Nature 
is there to inspire us!
Have a great Blessed week.
Prepared for 2nd,3rd ... Gen. Inspiration                                  Sweden/Finland

Paektu Mountain
N. Korea
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